
ineering of the arm-base makes that a simple
prospect. One word of warning, though.
The sockets themselves are extremely close
together, which prevents the use of all but
the slimmest phono plugs, so check before
you invest.
         Arm-height (VTA) is now adjusted by a
knurled thumb wheel set between the sliding
base and the threaded arm post. Similar in
operation to Incognito’s Easy Riser, it makes
small, repeatable adjustments simplicity
itself — either up or down. Once you are
happy with the results you simply tighten in
the usual way, using the allen bolt closed
collar. It’s by far the best VTA arrangement
I’ve enjoyed on an SME arm, and clearly
demonstrates that the company is still
prepared to learn and innovate.
         Cueing is carried out by the same
components employed by SME since time
immemorial, giving this, their budget arm,
the same operational feel and precision as the
Series 5. There is also an optional fluid-
damping trough, although this wasn’t
supplied for review. Finally, bias adjustment
is still of the thread and falling weight
variety, again, beautifully executed with a
low friction roller arrangement. So much for
the similarities to the 3009, the differences
are, as we shall see, quite profound . Firstly,
and most obviously, the M2 dispenses with
the older arm’s J-shaped arm-tube. It retains
the detachable headshell facility, but again,
dispenses with the old two-pin IEJ
arrangement in favour of the massive, collet
fixed, cast magnesium design first seen on
the 309. Whilst detachable headshells will
always involve some compromise to
structural integrity, this is probably the best
option out there, and also allows adjustment
of azimuth, critical to cartridge performance
yet sacrificed by the majority of fixed
headshell designs. There will always be those
who question the wisdom of a detachable
headshell full stop, seeing it as an
anachronism.
         However, I firmly believe that
(properly executed) it’s a valuable facility.
Proper, noise-free replay of mono recordings

requires a cartridge specially designed
for the task, while pre-micro-

groove 78s need a larger stylus
profile. lf you want both

good stereo and good
mono (and the

option for
further

alter-

where the common themes visually outweigh
the new, creating a false impression of
similarity that evaporates on closer
inspection.
         Okay, so what remains the same? The
most obvious elements are the shiny,
internally damped, stainless steel arm-tube
and the familiar slidingbase for overhang
adjustment, albeit the earlier version without
the precision ratchet drive of the Series 5.
The large contact area between the arm-base
and the mounting-plate makes for a rigid
coupling that also eliminates the slots in the
headshell that potentially compromise the
sound (Naim should perhaps, take note).
Once adjusted, the overhang is fixed using
the two heavily knurled screws, once again
inherited from the older models. But here I'm
afraid I must take issue with SME. The brass
heads on these screws mark extremely easily,
a situation that quickly detracts from the
otherwise superb appearance of the arm.
         Taking the time to select the correct
screwdriver for the task will of course solve
the problem. But if you are ham-fisted or
slap-dash in your approach then the visible
damage will remain to reproach you for the
arm’s entire (very long) working life. (Spares
are, naturally available!) A switch to
something more robust might be both
sensible and desirable. I'd also dispense with
the small retaining latch on the armrest that
seems unnecessarily fiddly to use. But let’s
be honest, these quibbles reflect personal
impatience more than faults in the arm’s
design.
         Beneath the deck, you’ll also find the
familiar wing-shaped extension that allows
the connection of phono-terminated arm-
leads at right angles to the arm. Its reverse
side carries a gold-plated earth terminal.
SME supply an appropriately finished vdH
D501 tonearm cable, which is a good starting
point, but as experience was to
demonstrate, the M2 certainly
justifies something better.
Fortunately, the
sensible
eng-

It’s not exactly every day that a new product
arrives from SME. Alistair Robertson-
Aikman has always produced products with a
long shelf life, and a standard of finish that
has made them look as good after ten years
as they did on the day they were bought. He
has also resolutely followed bis own path
rather than the whims of fashion, relying on
the quality of his arms’ engineering to win
and keep customers rather than the plaudits
of a fickle press. Indeed, the Steyning
company has survived for nearly 40 years on
three basic designs.
         First came the 3009 (and its longer
siblings, the 3010 and 3012) which evolved
eventually into the R series before finally
ceasing production. The second generation of
SME tonearms was the ultra-lightweight III
and the simplified IIIs, products that survived
well into the l980s before being superceded
by the revolutionary Series 5, with its one-
piece, cast magnesium arm-tube.
         Of course, since then we’ve seen the
longer versions of the 5, along with the
cheaper 4 and the 309 with its detachable
headshell, but all have been variations on the
5’s ground-breaking design. Now, a new
century sees a new arm from SME, one that
looks to its past in order to see a way
forward. The Series M2 tonearms represent a
new range that fits below the Series 5 and its
derivatives. But at the same time it also
attempts to redefine the versatility and
functionality of basic tonearms, the
increasing simplicity of which bas been
underlined by the dominance of the 5’s
contemporary, the Rega RB300. The M2
tonarms allow precise adjustment of every
parameter of cartridge alignment and set-up,
together with that most unfashionable facility
of all — a detachable headshell.
         Those with long memories should be
suffering a severe case of deja-vu right about
now. Indeed, many parts of the M2-9 bear
such a close resemblance to the old SME
3009 that you might be forgiven for
assuming that AR-A had simply raided his
old parts box to cobble together something
new.
         In fact, it’s much more a case of “if it
ain’t broke, don’t fix it”, an attitude that
has informed the governing
aesthetic to the
point
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native pick-ups) then a detachable headshell
is clearly the most cost (and space) effective
solution. Besides, SME have the evidence of
their own sales figures to rely on. It’s safe to
assume that the 309 is ticking along at a
healthy rate, thus underlining the continuing
public demand for detachable headshell
tonearms. However, in order to work the
carrying arm needs to offer easy and
repeatable adjustment of bias, VTA and
tracking force. Well, we’ve covered the first
two, but what about VTF? The M2 uses a
single-piece tungsten counterweight, running
on a tightly threaded stub. It is arranged so
that each turn represents 1 g of VTF, the
graduations around its periphery further
dividing that into 0.025g steps. Simple and
effective, the precision interface between the
counterweight and thread eliminates
backlash in the action, thus ensuring
accuracy.
         However, the biggest difference
between the M2 and its visual forebears lies
in the bearing assembly. Gone are the
horizontal knife-edge bearings of old,
replaced by a precision gimbal arrangement
that’s wonderfully smooth in action. There’s
an indefinable silkiness to really good arm
bearings. The Tri-planar has it, and so does
the Rega RB1000. Well, the SME M2 does
too, and that’s definitely a good thing. In
fact, the feel of the arm in use is entirely in
keeping with the one other thing that hasn’t
changed — the quality of the finish. SME
have always set the benchmark for fit, finish
and presentation when it comes to tonearms.
The M2 is no exception and, having seen
photographs I was surprised by how much
more impressive the arm looks and feels in
the flesh. It might represent SME’s effort to
offer a more affordable product, but rest
assured that neither the engineering nor the
finish bas been compromised.
         The M2 is available in three versions:
the nine-inch reviewed here, a ten-inch
(actually nearer nine and a half, but intended
for decks with oversized platters) and a 12”.
Ultimately, I wouldn’t be surprised to see
fixed headshell versions, although the
company has no plans in that direction at
present. Effective mass is sensible, at around
9.5g for the shorter arms and 12g for the 12”
. Combined with the damping trough this
should accommodate all but the highest
compliance cartridges, which let’s face it, are
a real rarity these days. 
         Spare headshells are readily available
from SME, but be aware that they are
specific to the length of the arm you use, the
off-set being different in each case: The
company will of course, advise. I mounted
the M2-9 on the second arm-board of the
excellent Kuzma Stabi SD, which proved an
excellent match. However, I suspect that the
M series arms would be equally at home on
more exotic mounts. I used it with both
Benz-Micro Ace M and Lyra Helikon
cartridges, the latter in particular, proving a
superb comb ination. The tools and excellent
overhang protractor supplied with the M2
make really precise set-up easy to achieve, a
critical consideration in getting the best out
of a demanding pick-up like the Helikon.

And whilst the headshell might be
detachable, the substantial structure provides
a superb mechanical mating surface for the
cartridge body. No surprise then that the
sound of the M2 majors on focus, delicacy
and transparency. It positions its images om a
capacious soundstage with clearly defined
space between and behind them. Nor do they
move or wander. The M2 might not possess
the iron grip of the Series 5, but its lighter
touch has musical benefits of its own.
Rhythmically and spatially rooted, it still
manages to combine those qualities with
delicacy and an inner life. The superb control
of Milanov’s Tosca is laid bare without
becoming mechanical or contrived, while the
colours and character of individual voices is
beautifully separated. The emphasis here is
on micro-dynamic discrimination rather than
ultimate dynamic range and sheer impact,
but it’s a quality that sorts out the densest of
mixes. The separation comes easily, but
above all, naturally. It never imposes itself or
intrudes on the music. lt simply sorts out the
competing elements, allowing each its own
space and identity. Ingvar Wixell’s Scarpia
(to Caballé’s Tosca) has a cold, hard edge of
real cruelty, all the more apparent on the
French pressing, which the SME easily
differentiates from the English or Japanese
editions. It’s a stunning performance and one
that elevates the Colin Davis Tosca above the
competition. The M29 let’s you hear just
how good it is, and the contribution it makes
to the whole. But don’t get the idea that this
arm only plays acoustic music. If it can
handle Puccini, then there’s little in pop
music to cause it any qualms! Aimee Mann,
Steve Earle and Gabriel all came and went
without concern.
         I couldn’t help wondering just how
good the SME M2 might get, shorn of the
constraints of price. First and easiest item
om the agenda has to be the arm-cable, and
to that end I importuned Audiofreaks for a
Cardas Golden Cross Phono (E 855)
tonearm lead, fitted with the necessary
slimline phono plugs.* The vdH wire
supplied is an excellent starting point, but
experience suggests that a little
experimentation (and money) can reap
worthwhile rewards. Sure enough, the
Cardas proved an immediate hit, even if its
bulk confines it strictly to non-suspended
decks. It delivered all the weight and tonal
sophistication that you’d expect, but the
effect on timing and expression were what
really counted. Playing Ryan Adams’ cover
of ‘Wonderwall’ (Love Is Hell, pts. 1&2) it
cuts the core of the voice free from the wash
of reverb used, giving the song an important
centre. At the same time the spacing,
placing and timing of the guitar notes
becomes far more natural and explicit,
delicately picking out the shape of the
melody, providing critical structure beneath
the shambling, disjointed, almost spoken
introduction. Put those things together with
the increased sense of acoustic space and
the tension in the hung backing notes and
you’ve elevated the emotional impact of the
song to a whole new level. Undeniably
beautiful if slightly unfocused with the vdH

cable, the Cardas makes this music truly
effective. At the same time it reveals the
underlying potential inherent in the M2.
There’s a sense of flow and evenly
distributed energy that makes this arm
engaging yet undemonstrative, musical
without drawing attention to itself.           
Of course, the Cardas Golden Cross costs
almost as much as the arm itself, but there
are cheaper options available that might offer
a more sensible match. Incognito and
Audioplan would be my first ports of call,
although we’ve just received a fascinating
alternative in the shape of the latest
Discovery arm-lead. Turntable permitting, I'd
certainly try one of these. You might decide
that you’re happy with the vdH. If not, then
these alternatives should be cost effective.
         The SME Series M2-9, to give it its
full, if rather unwieldy title, is something of a
departure from what has become the
established SME sound. Reducing the ticket
price for this, the doyen of tonearms, it also
and not surprisingly given the structural and
material differences, subtly alters the
voicing. Compared to the Series 5 and its
derivatives, the M29 offers a less defined,
less detailed and undoubtedly less accurate
sound. However, it counters with a sense of
life, energy and colour, mostly emanating
from its attractively spot-lit upper-mid, that
combined with the traditional virtues of
focus, separation and essential neutrality
make it a musically rewarding and versatile
performer. Compared to its price peers, it’s
more stable and easier to use than the uni-
pivots, more adjustable and versatile than the
gimbal bearing designs. Some might
consider it “old-fashioned”. I think of it more
as re-establishing the virtues of a traditional
approach, underlining aspects of tonearm
performance we’ve been overlooking for
rather too long. Sonically it treads a finely
judged line between the vivid drama of arms
like the Stogi S and VPI JMW 9.0 and the
controlled accuracy of the SME 5. Don’t be
fooled by first impressions — there’s nothing
handme-down about its performance. Just
like the Kuzmas it combines careful
engineering and materials to deliver musical
value well above its price: A carefully
consider and beautifully executed classic in
the making.

Type:

Armtube Material: 

Effective Lengths — 
M 2 -9 : 
M2- 10: 
M2- 1 2: 

Effective Mass — 
M2 -9: 
M2- 10: 
M2- 1 2: 
Counterweight: 
Spare Headshell: 
Fluid Damper: 

Gimbal bearing with
optional damping 
Damped stainless-steel

233.2 mm 
239.3 mm 
308.8 mm 

9.5g 
9.6g
12g 
Tungsten, decoupled 
Available
TBA

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
SME Series M2 Tonearms  

*I am aware of AR's reluctance to accept 'improvements' such as
expensive alternative cables. I was further warned about this by
Audiofreaks when supplying the Cardas Golden Cross Phono
cable, but could not resist, nevertheless




